HIV Settlement and Shelter
Program
Liu Zong-Hui, Cai Hui-Bao

I.Grace Halfway House
II.Lourdes Halfway House
III.Love and Support Village
IV.Books donated to hallway house in cooperation with
CommonWealth Magazine
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1.Authored by Director Liu Zhong-Hui and Specialist Cai Hui-Bao of Taiwan After-Care
Association Taipei Branch.
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re-entry into family and social life, and
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In collaboration with Taiwan Lourdes
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After-care Program

Right:The rehabilitated with drug addiction
presents own painting to the Branch
Upper left: Staff members visit the
rehabilitated every month
Lower left: Placement Case Meeting

fessional skills and thus enjoy stability

houses for youths, adults, drug-addicts,

in life.

and AIDS patients), and the Branch
hopes that in the future, the rehabili-

The halfway houses are not positioned
as asylum; instead, their aim is to rekindle spirit and reshape values. To further
help the rehabilitated, we have extend-

tated with depression, mental illness
and those who have been abused or
victims of domestic violence can all be
covered.

ed halfway houses for different population (at the moment, there are halfway
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Grace Halfway House
Grace Halfway House shelters the rehabilitated who are AIDS male adults, who are
in need of professional care because their
families refuse or cannot take care of
them. The Branch cooperates with Taipei

18 Apr., 2012, The Ministry of Justic examines
Grace Halfway House

Garden of Mercy Foundation to establish
the “Grace Halfway House” on January
1, 2005, providing medical care services
to terminal AIDS patients, AIDS patients
who need caregiving after release from
the hospital, and AIDS patients with
short-term or temporary needs. The program helps relieve some burden from the
patients’ families.

Garden of Grace Halfway House

Lourdes Halfway House
The Branch cooperates with Taiwan
Lourdes Association to launch a program
targeting the rehabilitated who are HIV
male and female adults and capable of
working. They are offered a heart-warming and comfortable living environment

30 Jul., 2013, HIV Lourdes Halfway House

so that they may settle down and focus
on treatment. The halfway house provides the following services: 1. Day-today care; 2. Life guidance; 3. Vocational
training and employment preparation; 4.
Building of family support system; 5. Personal health education and counselling.
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30 Jul., 2013, Reading Area at Lourdes
Halfway House

After-care Program

Love and Support Village
To enable the rehabilitated who are
HIV-positive, have been released from
prison and have a history of drug-related
offences to thoroughly free themselves
from the influences and harms of drug
addiction on body, mind, and soul, the
Branch cooperates with Operation Dawn

31 Jul., 2013 Organic Vegetables planted by the
rehabilitated at Love and Support Village

to establish the “Love and Support Village”. Through group support and guidance, as well as proper care, religious
guidance, psychological counselling, and
skill training, the rehabilitated could have
properly develop their character and
recidivism rate may be reduced. The establishment also assists the rehabilitated

12 Oct., 2011, Birthday of the rehabilitated at
the Love and Support Village

with medical care to manage their AIDS
conditions and helps them re-adapt to
society and face the public, realizing the
function of direct protection of the rehabilitated.

Donation of Resources by the Society

Winter supplies donated by Taipei Lion club
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9 Apr., 2013, Books donated to hallway house
in cooperation with CommonWealth Magazine

